iOS 8.1.2 Jailbreak Special Offer Launched With Ten Dollars Off
Jailbreak iPhone Software
Jail Break Biz Guy can now help people free their latest iPhone, iPad and iPod for
customization for less than ten dollars thanks to a special jailbreaking offer newly
released on the website.
San, Francisco, January 6, 2015 (FPRC) -- Apple products are generally considered to the best
designed on the market, but they are not without their disadvantages. Chief amongst these is that
Apple has their phones iron-clad so that individuals cannot customize them in the ways they want to,
and only authorized applications can be used. Jailbreaking is a process by which people can
unleash the full potential of their phone as well as releasing them from specific phone networks, but
can often be expensive when taken to a specialist. The increasingly popular alternative is for people
to use Jail Break Biz Guy to do it themselves easily and quickly. The website has just launched its
iOS 8.1.X jailbreak, with a special offer.
The latest iOS jailbreak software is fully compatible with iPhone 6, 6+, 5, 5s, 5c, 4, 4s, as well as all
iPads and iPods using the latest operating system. The product comes with a full, clear and precise
set of instructions that enable people to jailbreak their phone in just seven minutes. The process is
also fully reversible.
To celebrate the launch of the iOS 8.1.X jailbreak, Jail Break Biz Guy is offering the download at just
nine ninety nine instead of its traditional twenty dollar price tag, helping people save even more
money on top of the time and energy it saves to Jailbreak iPhone software.
A spokesperson for Jail Break Biz Guy explained, “We are thrilled to launch the latest iOS 8.1.X
jailbreak software and can guarantee users can have full and enhanced functionality for their
phones to unlock their full potential and use them as never before. Jailbreaking is the first step into a
larger world, and our product and process enables people to take that step in just seven minutes.
With a special offer on the price, there has never been a better time to jailbreak your iPhone. Our
software and instructions are so simple an eight year old can successfully unlock a phone but if
people need help we have industry leading support to help people every step of the way.”
About Jail Break Biz Guy: Jail Break Biz Guy allows individuals to Jailbreak their iPhone, iPad, and
iPod in less than 7 minutes. The site gives users the software and instructions required to do it
themselves, saving them the need to pay $20-$30 for someone else to do it. Individuals can buy
instantly and download in seconds to be free in no time at all. For more information please visit:
http://jailbreakbizguy.com/
Contact Information
For more information contact Joe Bragg of Brandoutreach (http://jailbreakbizguy.com/)
(415) 632 1664
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